HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Roemer") in 1676 and Halleym in 1694 showed that the observed one-way velocity of light depends upon the velocity of the observer. When the Earth approaches Jupiter with the velocity toe, the observed one-way velocity of light is c + ve; and when the Earth recedes from Jupiter, the observed one-way velocity of light is c -1),. In particular, the observed time between the eclipses of Jupiter's moons is At+ = At(l -ve/ c)when the Earth approaches Jupiter, and At' = At (l + ve/c) 
where the proportionality constant K = 47rRN/ b,bis the width of the gap between teeth, R is the radius of the wheel, and N is the number of rotations per second. The intensity 10was chosen as 1/2 the maximum possible intensity to maximize the sensitivity. A second independent laser beam was sent through the rotating toothed wheels in the opposite direction and was detected by an independent photodetector. The alignment was again chosen sothat the intensity was anincreasing linear function of the mismatch asindicated in Eq. (9) with 71L being replaced by -oL. The absolute velocity of the laboratory oL in the direction L was then given by 71= C(Afi -AI')/(AI+ + AI").
The intensity differences were accurately measured by balancing the output of the two photodetectors in a Wheatstone bridge. 
DESCRIPTION OFTHE PROPOSED EXPERIMENT
The experiment proposed here involves two independent rotating toothed wheels driven by two independent clock motors. The two toothed wheels are assumed to rotate at the same rate to avery high accuracy over the period that an observation is made. Since the two toothed wheels are independent of each other, they can beseparated by alarge distance L with a corresponding increase in the time for light to travel between the two It is frequently claimed that the relative angular phase of two such independent rotating wheels (or clocks) cannot be known, and, therefore, the proposed experiment cannot yield any results. This claim is entirely unwarranted, because the desired relative phase can be obtained to great accuracy while both wheels are rotating by simply turning one of the toothed wheels with its clock motor until the appropriate intensities (such asindicated in Fig. 1 FromEqs. (11) and (12) ,and (13) the absolute velocity of the labora the direction L is then given by (11 -12) + (14 -13)
A negative result indicates that 21L is in a direction opposite assumed in Eqs. (1 1) through (14).
The above expressions for 11, 12, I3, and I4, Eqs. (1l) , (12) , and simplified expressions chosen for expositional purposes. The i neous intensities will change asthe entrance toothed wheel rota chops the original incident beam. The beam illuminating the exit wheel will then change with time. The photodetectors are however, to register the time--average intensities and not instantan intensities. Considering time averages, the constantImaxappearing (11) through (14) should be replaced by an appropriate constant K, Imax The value of this constant K (which may be easily 111683 experimentally) 1samatter of indifference since, in the final found it cancels out above and below the line on the right The effé diffraction, which13 small for alaser beam, 1sidentical for all four 5
and it merely changes the value of K, which remains a mati indifference. -12) 0. These conditions may be readily deduced from the optimum situation asprescribed by Eqs. (11) through (14).
ALIGNMENTS NECESSARY
.
ERRORS
Since the intensities are measured as the outputs of photodetectors, the differences (It _ 12): (I4 ' 13); [(11 -12) 
where (pis the angular position of the apparatus in the equatorial plane asa function of thelsidereal time of day, «i n = 2wt/T,
where T : 24h, tpo is the sidereal equatorial position of the absolute velocity of the Earth, and 00is the colatitude of the absolute velocity of the Earth. As a function of the time of day, 71 is a maximum when W = v0, 0f
11 (max) = ' 05 cos(0 -60).
When 12L is aminimum q;= tpo + 7r/2 and Eq. (15) yields vL(min) = v5 cos 0 cos 00.
The colatitude 00of the absolute velocity of the Earth from Eqs. (16) 
